
	

	

MEDIA ALERT 

 

Atomos breaks the $1k barrier for 4K monitor-recorders 
 

Melbourne, Australia – 2nd February 2016: Atomos’ commitment to delivering high quality, affordable production 

tools is reaffirmed today with new price points announced on the award-winning 4K monitor-recorders.  The price drop 

will see Shogun with a $500 reduction, now at $1,495 USD and Ninja Assassin with a $300 reduction to $995 USD.  

 

“We are very proud to offer such cutting edge technology at truly amazing price points. 4K for under 1K will continue 

to speed up 4K adoption globally” said CEO and co-founder Jeromy Young, “Don’t forget, these are the most 

affordable 7” Full HD monitors on the planet, ignoring the 4K/HD recording, playback, and editing capability we give 

you for free”.  

 

Atomos are also launching a new promotion for their smallest and lightest ProRes recorder and playback deck - the 

Ninja Star. Available for February, any Ninja Star purchased will also receive a 64GB CFast card free.  With a RRP of 

$295 USD, the Ninja Star is one of the most affordable ProRes recorders on the market and now comes with $184 

USD added value. 

 

Atomos are also lowering the price of their popular HD Converters, Connect and Connect-AC to $195 USD. 

 

For more information about our promotions, please visit our website: www.atomos.com.  

 

About Atomos 

Atomos exist to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use, cutting edge 

products including 4K & HD Monitor-recorders, a pocket size ProRes recorder, signal converters & power 

management solutions. Each product serves a different need but all share the common benefit of enabling a faster, 

higher quality and more affordable production schedule for video professionals.  

 

Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China and Germany and has a worldwide distribution 

partner network. Further product information can be found at www.atomos.com with the Atomos community active on 

Facebook (/atomosglobal), Twitter(@Atomos_News), Vimeo (/atomosvideo), Instagram(Atomos)_News), 

YouTube(/AtomosVideo) and Videogram (atomos.videogram.com). 
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